SMHS Dean’s Quality Improvement Panel (DQIP) Meeting Minutes
Wednesday September 30, 2020 1:00-3:00PM Zoom Meeting
Attending: Steve Tinguely, Sheila Bosh, Dean Wynne, Pat Carr, Bryon Grove, Jim Porter, Rick Van Eck, Judy Solberg, Marc Basson, Ken Ruit
Absent: Ryan Norris (MS 3), Laura Block
AGENDA ITEM

SUMMARY

Call meeting to order

Meeting was called to order by Dr. Stephen Tinguely, Committee
Chair

Review of Minutes

September 16, 2020 meeting minutes were posted to Blackboard
for committee review prior to today’s meeting.

QI Triangulation Table and
Student Comments

Dr. Tinguely informed the committee that OMA met with four
student representatives as recommended by Dean Wynne to
discuss the 34 problems listed on the triangulation tables with the
purpose of receiving help from the students in determining the root
cause of those problems from the students’ perspective. The
student comments were presented to DQIP along with the group’s
consensus of the how the problem might be prioritized. Four
priority categories were established and represented by color
coding. Green= no concern determined. Yellow = minor concerns.
Purple= serious concerns. Red = highest priority.
Research Opportunities: Purple
Dr. Basson acknowledged that the student concern with Sanford is
real, however, he doesn’t believe that we can “fix” this situation. He
also noted that the concern with REMS is valid. He mentioned that
it’s possible that students in REMS may no longer be paid. Citing
that some people feel it’s not fair to pay students as this is now
going to be a requirement. He and Dr. Wynne will be discussing this
tomorrow when they meet. He commented that many faculty
members don’t want to take REMS students as it involves a great
deal of time and effort. Faculty aren’t compensated for taking REMS
students. One approach used in other schools is to offer funds to
the lab where the faculty resides to cover the supplies that the
students use. This isn’t currently done at SMHS and may want to
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consider this. He suggested that we circle back to this at the end of
next month when he anticipates that a REMS 2.0 proposal will have
been received.
Computer Access at Clinical Sites: Purple
OMA will drill down on this and communicate specifics
Dr. Basson requested that we find out the specific sites where
there are known issues. Once that information has been received, it to associate deans
will be communicated to the associate deans who can address this
directly with the sites.
Study Space at Hospital/Clinic: Purple
Dr. Tinguely commented that this is a similar issue as computer
access and the student comments were the same.
Secure Storage Space at Regional Medical School Campus (Not GF):
Purple
This was an item noted on the 2019 student survey. No
recommendations made.
PCL LO’s – Yellow
Dr. Tinguely stated this didn’t seem to be a major problem
Integration of Clinical Sciences into Basic Science Lectures: Purple
Dr. Carr and Dr. Kaponen will be meeting with a focus group next
Tuesday to discuss this item. Dr. Ruit, Dr. Van Eck and Dr. Dr.
Kalyanasundaram are meeting today. They will be discussing this
item and the proposal for a pre-matriculation learning module or
textbook to provide students with a strong science base prior to
matriculation. It was mentioned that students aren’t making the
connection between what is taught and the application to their
clerkships. Dr. Van Eck stated that small group modalities with
specific cases have been proposed. Dr. Dunlevy is working on this.
Adequacy of Health Maintenance: Yellow
Students noted that this is preceptor dependent. Dr Basson
OMA will reach out to Dr. David Schmitz
suggested Dr. Tinguely share the concerns about this element with
Dr. David Schmitz. He suggested that this might be more of a
“labeling issue” where students are taught health maintenance but
may not recognize it as such.
Preparation to Care for Patients Different than Themselves &
Adequate Experiences Related to Cultural Awareness and Cultural
Competence: Red
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Dr. Van Eck suggested a resource through the Eastern Virginia
medical schools project for the consortium which is called “virtual
family “. This resource focuses on diversity and is available to
anyone within the consortium. Dr. Basson recommended reaching
out to the social work program or nursing department to see how
they are approaching this. Dr. Ruit stated he would contact the
dean of the nursing department. Dr. Ruit also suggested that there
may be others on campus who have expertise with diversity training
that may be good resources, such as Dr. Casey Osaki, Department
Chair, Associate Professor, Education, Health & Behavior.

Dr. Ruit will reach out to the dean of the nursing
program and share his findings at the next meeting.

Deferred Items/Other
Announcements/Next
Meeting

Next meeting October 21, 2020

Submitted by Sheila Bosh, Accreditation Manager
Approved by Dr. Stephen Tinguely, Chief Accreditation Officer
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